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GENERAL COMMITTEE MEETING 
 

WI Hall, Mill House, Mill Yard, Southam Rd, Dunchurch, Rugby CV22 6NW 
 
 

11 am Sunday 14th October 2018 
 

Present: 
 
Chris Garner                                 Chairman, PWA7C 
Nick Turley                                    Vice Chairman, PWA7C, VAR 
Chris Heeley                                 Treasurer PWA7C 
Chris Charles                                Webmaster NA7C, Cornwall Austin 7 Club 
Paul Lawrence                               Secretary, CA7VCC  
Hugh Barnes                                  Editorial Team, CA7VCC  
Roy Goodrum                                 EA7C 
Terry Bonner                                  EA7C 
Richard Bohannan                         EA7C 
John Williams                                 SWA7C 
Peter Hales                                     SWA7C 
Dave Booth                                     PWA7C 
Gerald Mullord                                PWA7C 
Janet Edroff                                    750MC 
Gill Davis                                        750 Motor Club 
John Ward                                      Founder of A7CA & MA7C 
Andy Lowe                                      MA7C 
Brem Bremner – Smith                   MA7C 
Steve Hodgson                               Worthing A7 Club 
Howard Annett                                Magazine Distribution, A7OC 
 

1. Apologies: 
 
Bob Wyatt                                      President  
Ruairidh Dunford                           Adertising, Gordon England Register 
Phil Baildon                                   Archivist, PWA7C 
Roger Bateman                             Dorset Austin Seven Club 
Ian Mason-Smith                           Dorset Austin Seven Club  
Stewart Robinson                          Pre-War Austin Seven Club 
Roger Brown                                 Registrar, A7OC, 750 Motor Club 
Alan Billington                               On-line Austin Seven Club 
Angie Smith                                   Solent Austin 7 Club 
David Cochrane                             Pram Hood Register 
Paul Maulden                                 Norfolk Austin 7 Club                 
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David Rock-Evans                         VAR A7 
Charlie Plain- Jones                       750 Motor Club 
Michael Ward                                 Hereford Austin 7 Club 
Nick Beck                                       Scottish and Bristol Austin Seven Clubs 
David Charles                                 Special Register 
 
Chris Garner started by leading the meeting in a moments silence and reflection following 
the sad death of Peter Relph. 
 
Gill Davis made mention of the recent sad passing of Bryan Norfolk who was a well know 
member of the North Herts Centre of the 750 Motor Club. Chris Garner said that Bryan’s 
widow, Hazel, had made copies of Bryan’s book (‘Austin Seven Stamps’ about stamps 
around the world that have featured Austin Sevens) available to the Pre-war Austin Seven 
Club who were selling them at £2 each with all proceeds going to a cancer charity.  
 

2. Minutes of the previous meeting: 
 
David Cochrane had asked that the matter of proof reading the 2018c Association 
Magazine be clarified. He had proof read the magazine but due to a process error, for 
which David was not responsible, the proof read copy did not go forward for publication. 
 
Otherwise the minutes of the meeting held Sunday 5th August 2018 were deemed correct 
 
Proposed by Nick Turley 
Seconded Roy Goodram 
 

3. Matter Arising: 
 
None 
 
 

4. Officers’ Reports 
 
Chairman: (Chris Garner) 
 
This quarter I don’t have a lot to report due to holidays and the summer months when most 
of us were busy with rallies and events. 
 
Work has quietly been going on with respect to the Magazine and Hugh Barnes will give 
you a full update later. The Editorial team is doing a cracking job and I thank those 
responsible. 
 
Archive items are building up and a small backlog is awaiting digitization. A larger amount 
is also ready to load up onto the website and this will be done I believe in the next few 
months. 
 
Presentations on the Association website and its archives have been made to various 
Clubs up and down the country. It has become apparent that many owners either do not 
use the resource or are unaware of it. These need to be addressed and our VC, Nick 
Turley, is looking into how to raise the Association’s profile. 
 
2022 sees the Centenary of the birth of the Seven and I think we need to look at forming a 
subcommittee to commence planning this important event. I would like to see us go high 
profile by using all available media outlets, approaching automotive manufacturers 



 

 

spawned from the Seven, with events up and down the country and in fact across the 
world. Warwick is pencilled in. 
 
Finally, as many of will know, our President, Bob Wyatt has had a spell in hospital. He is 
now out and in a care home close to his home in Wokingham. I visited him last week. 
Although somewhat frail, mentally he is very alert and asked many questions as to the 
state of the Association and the Seven world in general. I know that we all pass on our 
best wishes to him. Further best wishes are extended to David Morgan, author of the 
Immortal Austin Seven, who is none too well at present. 

 
 

Secretary (Paul Lawrence) 
 
My name is Paul Lawrence and I am the new Secretary of the Austin Seven Clubs’  
Association. I have been involved with Austin sevens all my life. I am the Secretary of the 
Cambridge Austin Seven & Vintage Car Club as well as a long-term member of the 750 
Motor Club and Scottish Austin 7 Club. 
 
My first car was my Austin 7 Ruby which I bought over 31 years ago. Having owned the 
car about a week I drove to from Stevenage to Arbroath in Scotland, where I was stationed 
with the army. I have repeated this journey many times over the years. I also have a 1932 
RN Saloon and access to my Late Father’s (Malcolm Lawrence) Arrow. 
 
I retired from the Police recently after 30 years service and have started my own Austin 
seven restoration and repair business, Lawrence Austin Sevens. 
 
I am looking forward to me new role as Association Secretary and working closely with the 
Officers and committee.  
 
 
Treasurer: (Chris Heeley) 
 
Due to personal circumstances the Treasurer has been unable to prepare his report in 
time for the meeting. The report will be added to the minutes and forwarded separately 
once it is available.  
 
 
Advertising Manager: (Ruairidh Dunford) 
 
By the time this report is read out at the meeting I shall be preparing letters inviting our 
current advertisers to continue with us for another year.  Rates will now include the 20% 
increase that was proposed and passed at the AGM in April. 

 A small number of new advertisers have taken out space and it is hoped that one or two 
more, who have approached us but currently been told we are full, can be allowed to use 
space once the Magazine increases its page count as planned. 

Private ads. have gradually increased in number which I consider a sign of healthy 
readership. 
 
Several current advertisers have asked to take up the re-design service that we are now 
able to offer and soon it is hoped that all adverts will be in a similar style to the Magazine 
itself. 



 

 

 
 
Archivist: (Read by Paul Lawrence on Behalf of Phil Baildon) 
 

1. Buenos Aires Show Car of 1931 B1-9250. As featured in 2015B. Sergio has 

completed a full restoration and this weekend 12th-15th it is on show at Autoclasica 

in BA. I have sent him a 1931 “Comes of Age” brochure, a 2016“Changes” book 

and a 2018C magazine and asked for show pictures to do a follow-up article in 

2019. 

2. Les Gammon’s collected photos etc were initially offered to a7ca for sale rather 

than go to auction. Phil Baildon and Dave Martin went to view in Redditch and 

found all unlisted items contained in folders in a box file. There are previously 

unpublished items but after a brief exchange of emails these items are “no longer 

available” to the a7ca. 

3. Collage of a chummy from the late father of “Anne Wright” to be collected by Chris 

Garner from Oxfordshire. 

4. Graham Baldock’s IDENTIFYING booklet of 2015 has been updated to 2nd edition 

on line but a hard copy is proposed as some current members never received a 1st 

edition. As a7ca declined to fund a further print a couple of years ago he proposes 

to run it himself and deal with the selling with no need to refund a7ca. Some lined 

pictures have been rectified or replaced and text errors corrected. 

5. New Zealand chummy drawings have been received but were of 1980s redrawing 

not original 1929 AMCo so not to be scanned but will remain in the archive. 

6. Peter Rowlands of pwa7c is to forward his DVLA correspondence from a couple of 

decades as storage for future researchers/owners. 

7. The late Barrie Argent’s albums etc some may still be with Adli Halabi now living in 

Portugal. He may offer them to a7ca in due course. 

8. Joe Spalter’s old films, there were some being readied for a further a7ca VHS tape 

in the 1980s  but insufficient to make a full hour. To be given to a7ca via Howard 

Annett or a.n.other a7oc member. These and some ma7c films to be taken to Rob 

Foxon in Leicester for listing and assessment as to value for a7ca. A further dvd or 

online copies could in future be created and the celluloid original film-stock kept in 

the TUA film service/Debonair collection in Leicester where our previous celluloids 

are stored. 

9. For scanning a number of items have been bought on ebay via Timothy Payne or 

seen at Auction/Beaulieu etc. These being date-ordered by Phil and Dave: 

 1926-7       Austin Seven Car Club, Engelbach’s personal copy (check if 

previously scanned) 

 Early 1927 AMCo Data Card for Car No A4-2617 

 Sep 1927   Gordon England Silent Saloon leaflet 

 Dec 1929   715 handbook 

 1930           press cutting Antarctic expedition possibly a 2-seater Seven 

 1930           press cutting two Dixi’s at Eisenach 

 Oct 1931    779a Export [prices and overseas agents (none in Buenos Aires!) 

 Nov 1931   press cutting LC Gilbert at Guy Fawkes trial 

 Oct 1932    930 full range 7-20 brochure 

 Late 1934  AMCo warranty for Car No ARQ-8878 



 

 

 April 1936  Invitation to join AA envelope and contents 

 May 1936  1400 handbook 

 Aug 1936   Austin newspaper 

 27 7 1938  1677 full range 7-20 brochure 

 Late 1938   brochure showing test rigs and instruments with “700 men” 

employed here 

 Dec 1946    press cutting showing Arthur Mallock trialling. 

10. For disposal checked by Phil and Dave for Seven content: 

About 25 mixed brochures from a 1922 Alps map to a 1985 Sinclair C5 leaflet. 

About 10 1930s Autocar/Motor with no outstanding Seven content and these will all 

be in the VSCC library/Beaulieu etc. 

About 12 AMCo Handbooks/Parts Lists 1930s Austin 10-12-14 (a10dc?) 

11. Phil Parsons of ba7c has donated his 1970s slide collection which has been roughly 
sorted by Phil and Dave into about 80-some have captions-some have not. Some 
non-Seven have been disposed of. 

12. Bob Glenister of Available Austins of Arley donated at Beaulieu jumble a shoebox of 
totally unsorted photos. Phil and Dave managed to get these in order and Roger 
Brown has confirmed those on the a7ca Register. 

13. An archivist article to be placed in a 2019 Magazine to re-unite current owners with 
photos from the past. 

14. Boulougne 1923 racers at LeMans as seen in 2018B photos plus start-line need to 
be returned to the archive. 

15. Mike Stewart’s slides a large well-arranged box awaits sorting etc. 
 
 
  
Editor: (Hugh Barnes on behalf of the Editorial Team) 
 
Production of the Association Magazine continues smoothly with the Team based 
approach. Articles, both offered and commissioned, continue to arrive in the Editor’s inbox 
at a healthy rate. In fact, for the 2018D edition, which has been distributed at this meeting, 
there was an embarrassment of copy and some articles have had to be held over for a 
future issue. 2019A is already in the planning stage. However, offers of articles are always 
welcome so please get in touch if you have any ideas you think might have wider interest. 
  
As you will all know, the position of Editor is only temporarily occupied at the moment, and 
this edition of the Magazine includes an advert for a permanent person. The team 
approach means the Editor has a great deal of support from the 3 other member of the 
team.  The current Editor has only taken the role on for a limited period of time and will not 
be continuing after 2019A. After that time, a new incumbent must be found. 
 
We are always ready to listen to feedback from our readership and always look to improve 
the Magazine, in any way. For instance, I am grateful to both David Cochrane and Robert 
Leigh who have undertaken Proof reading roles to eliminate silly typos and other errors. 
The Team’s intention is to produce the best Magazine it can containing items covering a 
wide range of topics and interest. As the Association’s main form of income, it is vital it is 
successful. Any encourages of sales of the Magazine would be most welcome. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Comments  
 

 Howard Annett asked if the ‘centre spread’ could in future cover the centre pages 
as some people like to keep the centre spread and this is difficult when it doesn’t 
occupy the centre pages. Hugh Barnes confirmed this will be the case in future 
magazines. 

 

 Howard Annett commented that sadly Tim Harding had recently died. Tim had 
provided pictures in the past for use in the PWA7C and Association magazines and 
it was hoped that his brothers will continue to allow the pictures to be used. 
 

 Andy Lowe commented that in the last accounts he had noticed a payment to Brain 
Storm and Automedia and wondered if these were one-off payments or would be 
on-going. Hugh Barnes explained that Brain Storm are the company that help with 
the layout of the magazine and Automedia are the new printers, therefore these 
would continue to be ongoing quarterly costs. 
 

 Chris Garner asked that all clubs continue to promote the Association Magazine to 
the membership of their clubs. 
 

 A conversation took place about the contact details of each club being published 
just once a year in the magazine as opposed to each addition. There were varying 
views on this and Hugh Barnes explained that the editorial team had taken the 
decision to do it this way, so they can focus on filling the magazine with ‘copy’, 
using the extra space made available by not publishing the contact details every 
quarter. 
 

 Hugh Barnes explained that the contact details of each club are on the A7CA 
Website and when the details are published in the magazine the editorial team will 
take the details directly from the website. It is therefore imperative that these details 
are correct. If a club’s entry requires changes then Chris Charles should be e-
mailed at webmaster@a7ca.org. Chris Garner asked Paul Lawrence to ensure this 
message is reinforced to all clubs. 
  

 It was suggested by Andy Lowe that there should be something in the magazine 
telling people that the club contact details were available on the Website. This was 
thought to be a good idea and will be actioned.  
 

 Howard Annett mentioned that the A7OC had purchased a franking machine that 
had saved the club £1800 a year.  

 
 
Registrar: (Read by Paul Lawrence on behalf of Roger Brown) 
 
Activity in the last two months is summarised in the tables to be attached to the minutes.  
The stream of information from members, clubs and model seems to have slowed when 
compared to last year.  If anyone has a car not yet on the Register, I would be pleased to 
hear from them, or to correct or add details for existing entries. 
 



 

 

Now some figures:  Since last meeting, two months, new entries - 20, changes - 38 
 
Analysis of the Beaulieu Rally programmes, showed 138 entries last year, 153 this.  Only 
53 cars attended both years, but most of the repeat attendees were on the Register.  Last 
year 115 were on the Register, this year 107.  So there are still a few out there waiting to 
be added. 
 
Finally, I would add that I am still only the Acting Registrar and am ready to pass the job 
on at short notice should anyone wish to take it over. 
 
The full report can be found at Appendix 1 
                          
 
Webmaster: (Chris Charles) 
 
As a brief overview the number of visitors to the website is increasing, overall a 12.83% 
increase year to date compared to 2017 with a 11% increase in new visitors, those who 
have never visited the website before. Interestingly there has been a large increase in 
views of the Spares page listing suppliers with ~ 300 views a month.  
 
The Archive site has remained very popular and will soon have new content online.  We 
have had a 10% increase in visitors compared to the last quarter at 1,385 visitors. 
Promotion of the online archive is something that needs addressing as visitor numbers are 
low in comparison to the main website.  The archive team are giving presentations to 
various regional club meetings to promote the online archive which I’m sure are 
contributing to the visitor statistics. 
  
As the year comes to a close I will be sending out a request to all clubs to share your 
major events with high level details for our events calendar so please prepare for this. 
 
Following communication with Dave Armstrong (Speedex Website) I am working on a 
solution to bring his content onto the site following the loss of his hosting.  I am proposing 
an area within the archive website where this content can be viewed by all under our 
umbrella but enable Dave to edit only his specific pages.  Dave would like to pass his 
thanks onto the Association for offering to assist with getting this content back on the web. 
This could be the beginning of further contributors to the Archive website. 
 
Social media continues to be growing with 703 likes on Facebook, 22 more since our last 
meeting.  
 
Finally, I am now 6 months away from stepping down as Webmaster, I am happy to have 
‘informal’ conversations with any interested members on what the role entails etc.  My 
phone number can be found on the ‘Committee and Officers’ page of the website and the 
Grey Mag. 
 
 

5. Jack French Garage Update: (Read by Chris Garner on behalf of Charlie Plain-
Jones) 
 

Chris Garner reported on the Jack French garage progress - full details can be found in 
Appendix 2 
 

 

 



 

 

Comments 
 

 Hugh Barnes enquired of the Chairman if it would be worth asking Charlie Plain-
Jones how much more money is likely to be required to complete the project. It did 
appear that it was close to completion but knowing how much more money may be 
required would be helpful and assist with planning. 
 

 Chris Heeley suggested that it would be good if we could arrange an Association 
meeting at the museum to help promote the project. It was thought to be a good 
idea although it was not known if appropriate facilities are available at the meeting 
to hold a meeting 
 

 Charlie Plain-Jones has advised that the work detailed in the report was due to start 
on 18th October. 
 

6. Magazine Editorial – Included on Agenda in Error – not discussed at meeting 
 
 

7. Capitalising on Spare Association Magazines 
 

 Chris Garner started a discussion about how many back copies of the Association 
Magazine we had and what would be the possibility of making some revenue for the 
Association by selling them. 

 

 Howard Annett said that with a few exceptions he had kept back 50 of every copy 
since the 1970s.  

 

 It was suggested that something could go in the magazine to let people know they 
were available and that club editors could be encouraged to put something in their 
newsletters about it. 

 

 Hugh Barnes said that it was intended to have an on-going page in the magazine 
about ‘Association Matters’ and this could be included on that page in the future. 
Howard Annette will provide Hugh Barnes with a list of what magazines are 
available.  

 

 It was further suggested that on the website there could be a ‘one stop shop’ 
showing all resources / regalia etc that were available.  
 

 A conversation took place about the archive material and if it was always necessary 
to keep hold of everything once it had been digitised. A lot of the items we have are 
not actually originals in any case, just prints themselves. It was mentioned that Bob 
Wyatt (President) has always been keen to ensure that all original Austin material 
remained with the Association. There was a consensus that on some occasions it is 
not necessary to keep hold of the material and that each item should be considered 
on a case by case basis. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

8. AOB 
 

 Chris Garner talked about the Graham Baldock book ‘Identifying Austin 
Sevens from their Factory Initials’ and whilst it was acknowledged that it was 
a good publication a number of errors and incorrect photographs were 
contained within it. There had been a suggestion that the book could be re-
printed although the officers from the Association were against this, feeling 
that once it is printed it is permanent and an on-line version would be a better 
idea as it could be amended and improved as errors came to light. Chris 
Garner asked that people ask their clubs to have a look at the book and ask 
for views on content to help a new book to be pulled together. 
 

 A conversation took place about the foundation of the Austin Seven Clubs’ 
Association 50 years ago on 17th November 1968 at the Manor Hotel, 
Meriden. The Meriden Hotel had quoted a price of £17.95 per head for a 
High Tea to celebrate this landmark. It was agreed that as there were likely 
to be approximately just 6 founder members still around this was a 
reasonable expense for the Association to pay for such an auspicious 
occasion. Some publicity about the occasion in the magazine would also 
help promote the work of the Association over the years. It was also 
suggested that it would be a good idea to make a recording of the meeting 
which was met with a lot of support. Nick Turley offered to photograph the 
event and do the recording. 

 
Those founder members still around that were to be invited included John 
Ward, Ian Dunford, Gordon Phillips, Mike Costigan, Neville Bar and Tony 
Griffiths. John Ward read out a list of the other founder members which 
included Stan Hallums, Tony Harding, Doug Skerritt, Jack Brookes, Tony 
Russell, Geoff Walker, John Mallet, Mo Fuller and Donald Doughty. 
 
Chris Garner and John Ward would work together to organise this event. 
 

 Howard Annett read a card out that he had received from the Association 
President Bob Wyatt. Bob is currently in a nursing home but still very 
interested in the world of Austin Sevens and the work of the Association. It 
was agreed that the card should be kept in the Archive and Chris Garner 
would reply to Bob. It was agreed that he would also be sent a magazine and 
a copy of the minutes. All those present at the meeting were very pleased to 
hear from Bob. 
 

 Chris Garner said that he had received a phone call from a gentleman who 
was over from New Zealand and had some original Austin 7 drawings that he 
would like to donate to the Association. The drawings are being left with Jim 
Blacklock and Paul Lawrence was asked to collect them from him. 

 

 Janet Edroff made mention of the 2022 Eurotour which was being organised 
for May 2022 so it didn’t clash with the Centenary Rally in Warwick. The tour 
will go through France and Spain where a choice will be given to either get 
the ferry back from Spain or drive back. 

 

 Howard Annett asked if, due to the price rise of the Magazine to £1.50 in 
January, are we still were charging clubs for delivery of the 2019A Magazine. 



 

 

Chris Garner said that all distribution costs will be recovered at the same 
cost.  

 

 John Ward mad made the observation that if the Association is losing 
reserves then there needs to be ‘an eye’ kept on what is coming in and what 
is going out. Chris Garner confirmed that this is in hand.  

 

 A conversation took place concerning the way in which the Association is 
financed. There was a feeling among some that as the magazine is the major 
source of income for the Association it is not fair that some clubs don’t insist 
on all their members having a copy. The point was made that everyone 
benefitted from the insurance scheme provided by the Association so all 
clubs should contribute in a fair, pro-rata fashion. The question was asked if 
the Association were happy with the current situation where a copy of the 
magazine wasn’t taken by all club members. The fact that many people are 
members of more than one club was brought up and that people didn’t want 
or need more than one copy of the magazine.  

 

 Howard Annett said that he has been to the AGM of the Federation of British 
Historic Vehicle Clubs. He summarised some of the interesting facts gleaned 
at the meeting i.e. 1124 miles is the average distance travelled each year by 
historic vehicle owners; £5.5 Billion is spent annually by the historic vehicle 
movement;34,900 people are employed by the historic vehicle movement; 
there are ½ million historic vehicle owners; there is a planned change to 
systems by DVLA which may not be very flexible and historic vehicle friendly; 
The next Drive it Day will take place on 28th April; minutes of the AGM are 
available on the FBHVC website. 
 
 

 Classic Car Loan Scheme. PWA7C had purchased an RP saloon which is  
being made available for loan to an individual for one year commencing  
April 2019. John Williams reported that he had a viewed a Ruby which is  
being offered as a loan car. Work had been carried out to get it running  
and suggestion made to obtain an MOT to confirm roadworthiness. The  
Scheme is an excellent way to encourage young drivers into classic and  
vintage cars and in its second year. Hugh  Barnes (as Editor) asked that an 
article be produced for the association Magazine in the future on the drivers 
experience with the loan car 

 

 Paul Lawrence said that Historic Lotus were making renewed efforts to 
locate the first Lotus Mark 1 built by Colin Chapman. Paul is to write to 
historic lotus to get more details and offer the services of the Association to 
help locate the car. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

9. Date of Next Meeting(s) 
 
Sunday 20th January 2019 
Sunday 14th April 2019 
Sunday 14th July 2019 
Sunday 13th October 2019 
 

 
Appendices  
 
Appendix 1 – Registrar’s Report – Roger Brown 
 
 
Activity in the last two months is summarised in these tables, 
and this report will be attached to the Committee Meeting 
minutes.  The stream of information from members, clubs and 
model seems to have slowed when compared to last year.  If 
anyone has a car not yet on the Register I would be pleased to 
hear from them, or to correct or add details for existing entries. 
 
For security reasons, the Register does not hold 
contact or location details.  Club and model registers 
are recorded if the details are offered, and this is the 
only way owners might be contacted.  Some owners 
do not want their cars included, so I don’t personally 
check every Austin 7 that I come across and enter it 
regardless.   
 
I try to respond to submissions within a week, but 
not all result in a change to the Register.  It is your 
data which I accept at face value unless there is an 
obvious problem, for example with the format of 
chassis or engine numbers.  Also, your submission 
may suggest that a vehicle no longer exists, and it is 
a register of surviving cars.  Sometimes I am right, 
sometimes wrong.  Accuracy is my aim and no 
offence is intended when I seek clarification. 
 
Register entries, especially new entries, often omit 
club or model register details.  If the A7CA record of your car has no club or model register 
information, it would be helpful to add it.  I also ask club and model registrars to check their 
records against the Association Register, appropriately sorted spreadsheets are available 
to download.  Please let me know what needs to be added or changed.  I believe the 
information held by club and model registrars is the best record since they should be in 
regular contact with their members.  Maybe Club Chairmen can from time to time check 
that their end is working as intended?  The on-line submission form makes it easy to 
submit a few records, but if there are a large number of please get in touch to agree a 
better way.  And whilst on the subject of clubs, I’ve seen a few clubs’ websites which 
contain reference to the number of surviving cars.  Most are now wrong (even ours) and 
ought to be revised – Webmasters please note. 
 
The list of associate clubs and clubs recognised by the Association has not changed 
during my term in office.  I am occasionally aware of other clubs to which owners belong.  
When they appear operate as a club - ie. formal membership, meetings, events, 

Submissions 
Apr – September 
2018 (2017)  

eform email 

    

105 (108) 43 (69) 

 

A7CA all marques Register  
2018 (2017)  

  

all new change 

      

Apr 16 (38) 7 (05) 9 (33) 

May 14 (22) 7 (13) 7 (09) 

Jun 12 (23) 7 (13) 5 (10) 

Jul 22 (48) 10 (11) 12 (37) 

Aug 23 (28) 11 (17) 22 (11) 

Sep 25 (18) 9 (08) 16 (10) 

Oct    

Nov    

Dec    

Jan    

Feb    

Mar    

     

year    

 



 

 

publications etc. I want to add them to the Club Record Number list so they can be 
referenced like clubs already on the list.  Maybe they could also be approached and sold 
the benefits of joining the Association.  More members should be good for everyone. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2 – Jack French Garage Update – Charlie Plain-Jones           
 

The Jack French Garage Project                                    
 
The Garage structure has now been practically finished and thanks to George Whitehead (ex 750 Formula 
racer) the windows have been glazed with polycarbonate for safety reasons. The remaining tasks include 
fitting the facia panels to the gable ends and security locks to the doors. 
 

            
 
An order has now been placed with CS Electrical (the Museum’s recommended electrical contractors) for the 
wiring up of the garage with power sockets, period lighting and discrete LED spotlights to highlight the wall 
mounted display boards which will tell the competition history of the Austin 7. 
 

Scope of work 
1. To connect the Garage to the existing power supplies which are located on a steel stanchion inside 

the adjacent exhibition hall. 

2. To provide a local isolation box and a meter 

3. To provide three lighting circuits 

a. Four period enamelled green downlights – to be free issued by the Museum 

b. Four led spotlights on the outer wall 

c. Four led spotlights on the inner wall 

4. To provide Switched double sockets 

a. Two at worktop height as shown in diagram 

b. Three sockets at near floor level 

All wiring will be made as discreet as possible and every effort made to hide it from view. 

The cost of this work will be met from the Jack French Donations Fund and not the A7CA account. 

 
 



 

 

   
 
At the end of June we were delighted to welcome Roger French (Jack’s son) and his wife Pat on their whistle 
stop visit to the UK from their home in Texas. Roger was amazed that the Garage he grew up with had 
survived and the memories came flooding back.  He was only too willing to share these recollections and a 
recording of his thoughts has now been passed to the A7CA Archive for safe keeping and eventually 
available on line. 
 
The target is to have the Garage, including ‘Simplicity II’ the replica Austin 7 Special, open to the public next 
Spring in time to celebrate the 2019 anniversaries of: 
80 years of the 750 Motor Club 
80

th
  anniversary of the last Austin 7 made 

80
th
  anniversary of the last race won by an Austin 7 Twin Cam 

70
th
  anniversary of the 750 Formula 

25
th
 Anniversary of the Bert Hadley Championship 

 
 
The Sir Herbert Austin Challenge Plate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday August 11

th
 saw the first all Austin 7 race to be held for more years than anyone could be certain.  

The occasion was the first running of the Herbert Austin Challenge between the VSCC and the 750MC at the 
VSCC Mallory Park meeting. Originally the idea of Nick Hayward-Cook, the response to this event was 
terrific with a full grid of 34 cars entered to start the 13 minute handicap but unfortunately one car had to be 
withdrawn so 33 Austins started off. 
 
The overall winner was VSCC member Max Fraser on the first outing of his Pigsty prepared Wragg single 
seater, just 3 secs ahead of Mike Harvey of the 750MC in ‘Mutley’ his well-known Ulster replica.  Honours 



 

 

between the two clubs were shared however as the Herbert Austin plate was won by the 750MC with 140 
points to the VSCC’s 132. 
 

                           
 
Francesca Wilton VSCC takes the inside line           Ian Grant 750MC hotly pursued by James Miles  
and past Clive Neal 750MC                                       750MC and Robert Moore VSCC   
 

   
 
Max Fraser being chased hard by Mike Harvey                  L to R Lyndon Thruston H750F, Nick Hayward-Cook 
                                                                                             VSCC and Charlie P-J H750F holding the HA Plate 
 

Everyone agreed that it was tremendous fun and a return ‘match’ is already being planned for 2019…..  
 

 

And finally: 

 

 

 

is back for its 6th year on  Saturday 23rd March 2019 ! 

No  DeLoreans allowed…………. 

(and hopefully NO SNOW this time either ! ) 

 

A7s Back to the Track is a track day solely for Austin 7s and A7 Specials at Curborough Sprint 

Course, near Lichfield, and will be slightly later in the March next year. Bookings will be available in 

December 

 
 
 
 


